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AGENDA

• Continuing the discussion on the 
sociology of  fashion

• Age, body, gender
• The important concepts of  Pierre 

Bourdieu



REMINDER



“The participants were asked 
to dress in the clothes they 
would wear in each situation, 
describing them in detail and 
explaining why they thought 
these self-presentation 
strategies were appropriate. 
This technique was designed to 
make sure that participants 
were as explicit as possible 
about the presentation of  their 
identities in different spaces –
at work, rest and play.”



Domestic
(private)

Leisure
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(public)

Important 
Life Spheres



Discuss:
How are your “life spheres” organized? 
What kind of  fashion considerations do 
you make between them?
How do these spheres relate to each-
other?

Domestic
(private)

Leisure
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Life Spheres



Masking or marking (sexual) identity

Relations between life spheres

Social conformity, individuality, and personal 
comfort

Fashion as performance







Discuss:
What does it mean, fashion-wise, to be 
an “old man” or a “young girl”, or 
other age-related ideas?
How has your personal style changed 
as you have aged?







Sign experimentation
Consumers use fashion to express symbolic meanings 
(belonging/difference) in a way that assumes that these 
meanings are negotiable, contestable, and self-selectable.

Sign domination
Consumers cannot escape or truly contest the symbolic 
meanings that surround them in any given context.



1. Fashion is intertextual consisting of  
countervailing discourses 

2. Fashion statements align with cultural values 
and meanings 

3. Fashion is an expression of  life history or 
narrative 

4. Fashion is used to negotiate cross-cultural 
differences 

5. Fashion is used to forge identity 
6. Fashion mediates tensions between personal 

autonomy and fitting in 
7. Fashion mediates tensions resulting from class 

dynamics 
8. Fashion mediates tensions between 

personalized and commodified experiences 
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PIERRE BOURDIEU
• French sociologist, and extremely influential and 

seminal figure in the sociology of  consumption
• Has theorized on fashion – or at least on topics 

with high relevance to fashion
• Key concepts relating to fashion: field theory, the 

forms of  capital, status competition, and the 
habitus
• Highly influential in consumer research, esp. 

lifestyles and taste
• Emphasized the role of  primary socialization and 

upbringing for cultivation of  tastes





Cultural capital
• “What you know”
• Embodied knowledge of  what is 

important in the field
• “This-over-that” tacit intuition

Social capital
• “Who you know”
• Field connections
• Name recognition in field

Economic capital
• “What you own”
• Money, possession of  valued field 

artifacts

Symbolic capital
• Particular forms of  

social/cultural/economic capital can 
become legitimate markers of  prestige, 
respect, or authority in the field



Capital

Distinction

Position

Struggle 



Higher endowments of  field-related capital give more 
authority to shape where the field is going, become a 
”taste-maker”

Higher endowments also allow “field elites” to insulate 
themselves and deem the taste mimicry of  those in a 
lesser standing as illegitimate or “you’re doing it 
wrong”

Higher endowments also make it easier to predict and 
adapt to changes in field, e.g., reacting when one 
senses something is “going out of  fashion” by 
innovating the field, creating new tastes

“. . fashion is the latest fashion, the latest difference. An 
emblem of  class (in all senses) withers once it loses its 
distinctive power. When the miniskirt reaches the 
mining villages of  northern France, it’s time to start all 
over again.” (Bourdieu 1995)





"Plein is larger than life in every way and knows that his success is based on standing out from the rest of  the 
fashion crowd." - GQ

"He is essentially the embodiment of  everything that the fashion establishment despises, and yet there's 
something compelling, possibly even magnetic, about Plein and his misfit machismo." - The Financial Times

"Plein genuinely goes his own way. And even though that way absolutely isn't my way - no way! - his personal 
blend of  braggadocio and balls, plus a taste level so unabashedly trashy it's almost genius, has seen him carve 
out a niche it is hard not to admire." - Luke Leitch, Vogue



. . . the life of  the artist, the cut ear of  Van Gogh and the 
suicide of  Modigliani are as much part of  the work of  these 
painters as their canvases which owe them a part of  their 
value. (Bourdieu, 1975: 28) 

Similarly, in the field of  fashion, the way designers 
decorate their houses, their life and lifestyle, as 
depicted by fashion magazines, enter the objects of  
material production to invest them with symbolic 
value and become an integral part of  the fashion these 
designers produce (Rocamora 2002, pp. 10–11). 



High fashion 
(autonomous production)

Popular fashion
(mass production)

“Bourdieu reduces high fashion’s relation to popular fashion to a 
relation of  emulation of  the former by the latter, as further discussed 
later in this article, hence failing to explore the many ways through 
which they ‘exist through each other’.” (Rocamora 2002)

“Thus fashion designers do transgress the line between high fashion 
and mass fashion. And this is where Bourdieu’s analogy with sport 
encounters some limits; players in the field of  fashion, unlike players 
in the field of  sport, do move between fields. They are not ascribed 
one specific position or role, but participate in many simultaneous 
games whose rules might be different, though not necessarily 
incompatible.” (Rocamora 2002)

“The materiality of  the fashion object is lost in Bourdieu’s account 
of  class consumption. The body is a mere carrier of  clothes as 
expression of  distinction or pretension, as if  body and clothes were 
two separate entities whose convergence never creates a sensually 
meaningful whole.” (Rocamora 2002)



Field 1
(e.g., food)

Field 2
(e.g., music)

Field 3
(e.g., literature)

Field 4
(e.g., travel)

Field 5
(e.g., leisure sports)

Field-related 
capitals have 
different levels of  
transferability or 
convertibility within 
fields… 
… and across fields
What does 
this mean?



“[…] imagine a high cultural capital (HCC) 
consumer whose daily routine unfolds across a 
constellation of  social spaces that are geared to 
his/her habituated tastes, preferences, and 
interests, such as a cultural creative 
occupational field, cosmopolitan leisure fields, 
and a gentrified neighborhood replete with 
ethnic restaurants, upscale boutiques, and arts-
oriented third spaces. […] These homologous 
forms of  field-dependent capital would also 
likely provide status value across these status 
congruent fields (i.e., a consumer’s knowledge 
about the latest natural food trend would likely 
be a topic of  shared interests among those in 
her/his Bikram yoga class).”
(Coskuner-Balli & Thompson 2013)
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Consumers and 
capital endowments



What is 
social class?



Social class:
How a society is hierarchically stratified 
into (more or less) distinct groups of  people 
that share similarities in terms of  power, 
prestige, resources, opportunities, and 
consumption lifestyles





“Bourdieu saw these capital endowments 
accruing gradually through one’s upbringing and 
resulting in socialized dispositions that make 
people with similar capital stocks prefer certain 
consumption fields over others. In other words, 
children of  similar class backgrounds acquire 
habituated skills and aesthetic preferences 
through immersion into similar hobbies, vacation 
plans, and educational paths all the way up to 
higher education.”

“Democracies of  Taste Ruled by the 
Law of  Jante? Rudiments of  a Nordic 
Sociology of  Consumption”

HENRI A. WEIJO



The habitus
The set of  dispositions and naturalized skills that 
one has developed through their upbringing in a 
certain cultural milieu. 

The habitus structures our taste preferences, 
making certain fields more “naturally interesting” 
for us than others.

Homology: “Birds of  a similar feather flock together.”



“The term ‘code’ is here 
defined as the knowledge that 
must be shared by the 
addressor and addressee of  a 
clothing message in order for 
the former to create this 
message and the latter to 
understand it.”

REMINDER



Aesthetic discrimination = articulating 
subtle differences of  why “they are doing it 
wrong” (high field status)

Symbolic demarcation = articulating 
subtle differences of  why “I’m doing it 
differently” (lower field status)





‘Smart shopping’ 
consumption strategies that look for affordable ways to access rare and/or high-
value goods that (may) retain their value for longer periods

High versus Low emotional involvement in 
fashion
High cultural capital facilitates and makes fashion “easy”, lower cultural capital 
creates anxiety and stress

“The nature of  the emotions experienced by consuming 
agents occurs differently depending on how their class 
habitus and cultural competence enables them to interact 
in different sets of  social relations.”



In fact, we don’t have logos. 
(Designer Tom Ford [Menkes 2007]) 


